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Abstract: With climate-driven increases in wildfires in the western U.S., it is imperative to understand
how the risk to homes is also changing nationwide. Here, we quantify the number of homes
threatened, suppression costs, and ignition sources for 1.6 million wildfires in the United States
(U.S.; 1992–2015). Human-caused wildfires accounted for 97% of the residential homes threatened
(within 1 km of a wildfire) and nearly a third of suppression costs. This study illustrates how the
wildland-urban interface (WUI), which accounts for only a small portion of U.S. land area (10%), acts
as a major source of fires, almost exclusively human-started. Cumulatively (1992–2015), just over
one million homes were within human-caused wildfire perimeters in the WUI, where communities
are built within flammable vegetation. An additional 58.8 million homes were within one kilometer
across the 24-year record. On an annual basis in the WUI (1999–2014), an average of 2.5 million homes
(2.2–2.8 million, 95% confidence interval) were threatened by human-started wildfires (within the
perimeter and up to 1-km away). The number of residential homes in the WUI grew by 32 million from
1990–2015. The convergence of warmer, drier conditions and greater development into flammable
landscapes is leaving many communities vulnerable to human-caused wildfires. These areas are a
high priority for policy and management efforts that aim to reduce human ignitions and promote
resilience to future fires, particularly as the number of residential homes in the WUI grew across this
record and are expected to continue to grow in coming years.

Keywords: WUI; fire; defensible space; prescribed fire; community vulnerability; fire suppression
costs; Zillow

1. Introduction

Wildfire poses a direct threat to communities and people living in fire-prone areas [1,2].
Communities that meet or intermingle with undeveloped wildland vegetation, creating zones known
as the wildland-urban interface (WUI; <10% of the U.S. land area), are at the greatest risk of wildfire
across the U.S. [3–5]. Humans’ relationship with wildfire in the WUI is a complex interaction
between an increasing number of people living in flammable landscapes (increased number of at-risk
communities and ignition sources) [6–9], a warmer and drier climate that is more conducive to
fire [10–12], and increased fuels accumulated in some places due to years of fire suppression [13,14].
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Elements of these interactions have been the focus of contemporary scientific debate and public
discourse [15], but we still lack fine-scale estimates of homes threatened from wildfire and how WUI
communities contribute to wildfire at a national scale.

The WUI has expanded in the U.S. by a third between 1990 and 2010 [7] and is projected to double
by 2030 [3]. Currently, there are an estimated 2.5 million residential structures in fire-prone areas of the
WUI in the coterminous U.S., equivalent to $1.4 trillion in property value at risk [5]. Importantly, only
~15% of the WUI in the west is developed while the remaining 85% is available for development and
deemed potential WUI expansion areas [16], highlighting the pressing need to implement strategies
now that will reduce future wildfire risk in an expanding WUI. Moreover, exposure to wildfire smoke
can have profound negative health effects [17]. An estimated 17.5 million people living in these
fire-prone WUI areas [5] in the western US are expected to experience longer and more intense smoke
waves, in which unhealthy particulate matter from wildfire smoke persists for more than two days [18].
Displacement from wildfires due to home loss or poor air quality are expected to increase as wildfire
occurrence continues to rise [15,19].

Despite the call to adapt to increasing wildfires [15], we lack yearly, fine-scale estimates at a
national scale of the number of homes actually threatened by wildfire and the role of human-related
ignitions in starting fires near these communities. Previous work estimated that 286,000 homes were
threatened by large wildfires (small wildfires, <400 ha, were not accounted for) between 2000–2010,
based on decade-interval data within census blocks [7]. Also, it has been documented that 84% of the
nation’s wildfires were caused by people between 1992 and 2013 [8], but this work does not quantify
the role of human-caused wildfires where people actually live. Further, it is problematic that there
are no estimates of the wildfire threat to homes past 2010, as four of the top ten largest wildfire years
(>32,000 km2) occurred in 2011, 2012, 2015, and 2017 [20].

Human influence on the landscape is an important predictor of wildfire ignition
likelihood [4,21–23]. For example, proximity to roads at local scales is positively correlated with
wildfire ignition density [4,22], while fire density has a hump-shaped relationship with population
density, peaking around ~10 people/km2 [24]. At regional to national scales, it has been shown that
proximity to WUI areas influences the occurrence of large wildfires (>40 ha) [25]. Recent work by
Syphard et al. [9] has further shown that human presence is more important in wildfire ignition than
climate across the conterminous US, but burned area is primarily driven by climate conditions [10,26].
Despite the prominent role of humans in igniting fires, it remains unknown how the WUI acts as
a source of human ignitions as well as how much fire damage the WUI potentially sustains at fine
scales and on an annual basis. Here, we investigate how human ignitions have altered fire frequency,
burned area, and seasonality in the WUI compared to wildland areas. We further assess the number of
residential structures threatened and the associated suppression costs of human-started wildfires within
the WUI, providing a comprehensive assessment of the consequences and costs of human-started
wildfire in our most vulnerable communities.

To address these questions, we utilized over 1.6 million wildfire events (1992–2015) designated
as human or lightning caused [27] and a novel spatio-temporal housing dataset of over 200 million
housing records derived from Zillow’s ZTRAX dataset [28] to provide a direct and improved estimate of
the number of residential units threatened (defined based on being located within 1 km of the wildfire
perimeter) by wildfire by year. We quantified wildfire costs from ~150,000 wildfire situation reports
(1999–2014) that provide daily estimates of fire suppression costs [29]. Combining these three datasets
we assessed the role of human-caused wildfires in the WUI (769,087 km2; Interface WUI = 162,368 km2;
Intermix WUI = 606,719 km2), very low-density housing (VLDH; 2,283,410 km2), and wildland areas
(2,565,320 km2) [7]. We also provide an estimate of the increase in the number of homes in the WUI
across the study time period.
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Hypotheses

We hypothesized that human-started wildfires would be the dominant type near the WUI,
while the VLDH would contain a mix of human- and lightning-started wildfires, and lightning-started
wildfires would dominate the wildlands. Similarly, we expected that wildfires would be more expensive
in the wildlands due to the larger wildfire footprint and the difficulty in navigating the terrain during
suppression efforts. Conversely, we expected the cost of wildfires near the WUI to be less per wildfire,
but more expensive proportional to wildfire size due to the more proximate threat to communities
and people. We further hypothesized that the distance to human settlement and the median home
density were strongly related to the prevalence of human versus lightning ignitions. Fire frequency
and fire season length were expected to vary with the type of ignition source (i.e., lightning versus
human) and the distance from the urban core boundary. Lastly, we hypothesized that there would be
important regional differences and therefore, we refined some of our analysis based on reorganized
level 1 ecoregions to capture the major eastern and western U.S. patterns.

2. Datasets

2.1. The Wildland-Urban Interface

A WUI spatial database [7] was used to assess the distribution of wildfire activity within the WUI,
very low-density housing (VLDH), and wildland areas for 1990, 2000, and 2010. Each polygon within
this dataset represents a U.S. census housing block group, which is defined as an interface, intermixed,
or non-WUI category. Intermix WUI and Interface WUI both have census blocks that exceed 6.17
housing units per km2 and have >50% wildland vegetation or <50% wildland vegetation, respectively.
Interface WUI areas must also be located within 2.4 km of an area larger than 5 km2 containing >75%
wildland vegetation. We combined the interface and intermixed WUI zones to represent the total area
of the WUI within the US. Very low-density housing areas were delineated based on census block
groups that had <6.17 housing units per km2 and wildland vegetation that is >50%. Wildlands were
defined as census block groups housing density of 0 units per km2 and wildland vegetation >50%.

Previous research has encompassed the WUI within a 2.4 km buffer based on the assumption
that fire events outside of the WUI can produce firebrands that are likely to be transported ahead of a
wildfire front and ignite a new wildfire in a WUI census block [30,31]. In this current work, we opted to
not use this 2.4 km buffer and instead directly evaluate the wildfire activity in each of the main classes
independently (e.g., Intermix WUI, Interface WUI, very-low density housing, and wildlands) [32].
In effect, the VLDH category represents a more spatially explicit and representative area between
the WUI and “true” wildlands than the 2.4 km buffer zone. Additionally, we acknowledge that the
wildland agricultural interface (WAI) and wildland industrial interface (WII) are important areas of
wildfire risk near human settlement, the data product used in this study did not differentiate those
locations from the WUI or VLDH [7].

2.2. U.S. Forest Service Fire Program Analysis-Fire-Occurrence Database

The U.S. Forest Service Fire Program Analysis-Fire-Occurrence Database (FPA-FOD) [27]
documents the location, cause, discovery date across ~1.8 million wildfires from 1992–2015 from
various sources, including U.S. federal, state, and local records of wildfires on public and private
lands. We collapsed the US Forest Service-designated cause categories of equipment use, smoking,
campfire, railroad, arson, debris burning, children, fireworks, power line, structure, and miscellaneous
fires into a human-started wildfire class. All fires <0.001 acres or fires that had a missing/undefined
cause were removed from the FPA-FOD dataset [8]. Wildfire size was evaluated by small (<4 km2),
large (4–500 km2), and very large (>500 km2) classes. There is acknowledged reporting bias over time
(e.g., completeness issues) at the state level [33] making trend analysis difficult [8].
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2.3. Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity

Annual burned area and large wildfire perimeters (1992–2015) were obtained through a
combination of buffering the FPA-FOD points based on the size of the fire and from the Monitoring
Trends in Burn Severity (MTBS) group [34] (see http://mtbs.gov/ for information on pre-processing,
specific information on index calculation, and derived dataset available). MTBS leverages the extensive
Landsat TM/ETM+/OLI record to produce spatially explicit fire perimeters for all large fires (>400 ha
in the western US and >200 ha in the eastern US). These data are produced using the differenced
Normalized Burn Ratio (dNBR), which uses pre- and post-fire spectral response to define full extents of
the disturbance events. In addition to this automated process, and to ensure consistency and precision,
manual digitization is performed at on-screen display scales between 1:24,000 and 1:50,000.

2.4. Zillow Transaction and Assessment Dataset

To measure residential settlement at very fine spatial scales and annually we used the Zillow
Transaction and Assessment Dataset (ZTRAX), which contains unique data on housing transactions,
home values, rental estimates, spatial location, home- and property-related information as well as
built-year information, for existing homes and certain other properties across the United States.
The ZTRAX data are obtained from a major large third-party provider as well as through an internal
initiative, called County Direct. County Direct prioritizes counties based on different characteristics
and supplements the third-party coverage by collecting data directly from county Assessor and
Recorder’s offices and represents a growing share of the ZTRAX dataset. The ZTRAX database over
the study period includes public records and assessor data for approximately 200 million parcels in
over 3100 counties in the U.S. (https://www.zillow.com/ZTRAX/). While this database is of unique
nature covering most of the U.S. there are some issues related to data quality as described above,
including spatial, temporal and thematic uncertainties that we assessed and measured in order to create
accompanying uncertainty layers. The database is under continuous revision and will be updated
regularly. The raw data and the created SQLite databases cannot be shared publicly per the established
data share agreement, but there are recently published aggregations to 5-year intervals between 1810
and 2015 [28].

In this study, we measure residential land use at a given point in time using the construction year
information within the ZTRAX database. Furthermore, we use the geographic information provided
for each record, which represents approximate address point locations, to characterize residential
land use at fine spatial and temporal resolution [28]. Using the raw ZTRAX point database, we
selected only housing points that were defined as residential properties and had a defined built year
to reduce temporal uncertainty. In recent research, data limitations including low spatial precision
in census-based housing data [7], low classification accuracy in land cover data [35], and lack of
small fires (e.g., MTBS [34]) resulted in limited accuracy of national assessments. Improved estimates
of WUI-wildfire interactions are critical to assess the vulnerability of current and future housing
development to wildfire risks and costs. By utilizing the novel ZTRAX data in conjunction with
extensive federal fire records we were able to measure threatened homes with high spatial precision
and on an annual basis, with future potential to continue to identify regions with elevated risk.
These new fine-resolution data products provide unprecedented opportunities for such risk analysis
at fine analytical scales, fundamentally changing the way patterns of human-fire interactions can
be described.

2.5. United States National Incident Command System Historical ICS-209 Reports

We further leverage an expanded dataset mined from the United States National Incident
Management System (NIMS) Incident Command System (ICS) Historical ICS-209 Reports acquired
from the publicly available ICS-209 data on the Fire and Aviation Management website (https://fam.
nwcg.gov/fam-web/), created by some of the co-authors. We performed systematic and reproducible
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data cleaning protocols to access these data in a usable form [29]. The cleaned ICS-209 database,
henceforth known as ICS-209-PLUS-WF, resulted in 20,353 unique incidents compiled from over
150,000 daily records between 1999–2014, containing information on total estimated fire suppression
cost, total residential and commercial structures destroyed and threatened, total fatalities, and wildfire
cause. Here, we defined a community threatened by wildfire when threatened or destroyed structures
for a given event were >0. These data are a spatially explicit summary of 67% of the total estimated fire
suppression costs from all wildfires that required an incident management team but represents <2% of
the total wildfires that actually occurred from 1999–2014. The fire suppression field is systematically
underestimated [29]. Therefore, all of our cost estimates are lower than true costs, but they are
proportionally similar to the total accrued costs reported by the National Interagency Fire Center
(NIFC) [20].

3. Methods

The details of the WUI classes were extracted based on the point location of wildfire ignition in
the FPA-FOD database. The classes within the WUI layer [7] are based on statistics and classified at
the census block group level, which vary widely in size from 0.001 km2 to 3403 km2, with a mean of
0.843 km2 across the conterminous U.S. The size of the census block groups from east to central to west
vary from 0.0007 km2 to 1231 km2 (mean = 0.469 km2), 0.001 km2 to 1020 km2 (mean = 0.937 km2),
0.001 km2 to 3403 km2 (mean = 1.55 km2), respectively. While the mean area of census block groups
for the WUI, VLDH, and wildlands are 0.651 km2, 5.72 km2, and 1.57 km2, respectively, the classes in
the WUI layer are interconnected along an urban-rural continuum characterized by large homogenous
clusters of class-similar census block groups that tend to be on the order of 10 s to 1000 s km2 in
size. Thus, the census block groups allow for an appropriate minimum mapping unit to satisfy the
assessment from Short [33]; “The FPA FOD should provide point locations of wildfires at least as
precise as a PLSS section (2.6 km2 grid)”, while retaining the finer detail in class variation across space
without having to aggregate further to an arbitrary pixel unit. Given these vector mapping units of
the WUI layer at fine and coarse scales, we believe that our analysis is more than appropriate for
quantifying human- and lightning-caused wildfires at the WUI, VLDH, and the wildlands.

Information contained in the WUI data was spatially joined to the FPA-FOD and ICS-209-PLUS-WF
point database and temporally aligned such that the discovery wildfire year was matched with
the appropriate WUI delineation between 1992–2015. This resulted in an FPA-FOD + WUI and
ICS-209-PLUS-WF + WUI databases totaling 1,386,595 and 23,607 wildfire ignition points, respectively.
Additional ancillary data layers were subsequently intersected (e.g., level 3 ecoregions, state
boundaries), allowing us to further refine boundaries into general regions (i.e., west, central, southeast,
etc.). A systematic 50-km grid was imposed to quantify the relative contributions of human- vs.
lightning-started wildfire ignition within Intermix WUI, Interface WUI, VLDH, and wildlands.
Using these point databases, we were then able to create summary statistics across all grouping
combinations (i.e., WUI classes, ignition type, seasonality, fire size, regions, 50-km grid, etc.). We
calculated the frequency of wildfire ignitions, mean and 95th confidence interval of fire size, interquartile
range of discovery day-of-year. Seasonality was defined as the season that fire ignition was most
prevalent across all classes.

For the FPA-FOD and ICS-209-PLUS-WF database, we estimated burned area footprint by
developing a circular buffer around each wildfire ignition point, equating to the total burned area
associated with the fire event. For each wildfire ignition point that was not associated with an MTBS
(large fires) wildfire perimeter, we used this buffering logic to estimate the burned area footprint; for
all fires that did fall within the wildfire perimeter and have an association with the MTBS fire, we
used the MTBS wildfire polygon. In addition, and because of known inaccuracies in the FPA-FOD
point locations [33], we buffered the MTBS polygons equivalent to 2.6 km2 as suggested by Short et al.
(2015), which identified only 16 MTBS wildfires outside those fire polygons, which we subsequently
buffered to the fire size (see Accuracy Assessment for more details).
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To create estimates of wildfire threat, buffered rings were created around the estimated wildfire
polygons at distances of 250 m, 500 m, and 1 km from the wildfire perimeter edge. Three buffer
distances were selected to better understand and quantify the estimated number of homes threatened
than with a single metric because there are no national standard defining distances from a wildfire’s
edge that determine evacuations and highest home threats. Those definitions are made at the moment
and can vary across space as the wildfire event unfolds. These boundary distances were chosen to best
exemplify a gradient of moderate (1 km) to high (250 m) home threat by wildfires. Homes within 1 km
of a wildfire are not only at higher threat of wildfire relative to homes further than 1 km from wildfire
edge, but those homes will likely fall within an evacuation zone and directly impact homeowners
during the event.

We extracted all residential homes from the cleaned ZTRAX database for all years leading up to
and including the year of the wildfire event that fell within the wildfire perimeter and each of the
buffered FPA-FOD and ICS-209-PLUS-WF rings. We further spatially intersected the WUI census block
groups with these buffered polygons to estimate the total WUI class area that was burned/threatened
by wildfire. ANOVAs with a pairwise comparison of the means using the Tukey HSD function were
used to test for differences between fire size, ignition type, homes threatened, and wildfire suppression
costs between the WUI, VLDH, and wildlands.

To test whether wildfire ignition type, timing, and frequency is a function of the distance from
human settlement and home density, we calculated the distance of all wildfires from the urban core
boundary, proxied by the high-density urban class in the WUI database, and subsequently binned
the data by 10-km grid cells across the contiguous US. This allowed us to more easily generalize
relationships while retaining the spatial integrity of the data. We also used the 10-km grid cell to
estimate the median home density. We employed generalized additive models (GAMs), a common
statistical tool in wildfire science [36,37], to explore the relationship between the frequency and IQR of
human versus lightning-caused wildfire against median home density and distance the WUI edge.

Accuracy Assessment

We conducted a comparative analysis to estimate a baseline accuracy metric using two datasets,
(1) the MTBS polygons that were found within the FPA-FOD database and (2) the buffered burned area
estimate using the FPA-FOD points that had an associated MTBS polygon. We did this assessment
based on homes found in the ZTRAX database within wildfire perimeters. We found 288,846 homes
threatened within buffer-estimated wildfire polygons. The raw MTBS polygons reported 156,915 homes
threatened within the burned perimeter. This equates to the buffered burned area overestimating the
number of homes threatened within the wildfire polygon by 84%. The major source of these differences
between the buffered points and the raw MTBS polygons are due to the irregular shape of the raw
wildfire polygons that tend to be more elongated and follow the topography, vegetation distribution,
and wind direction while the buffered points do not take into account the underlying land structure.

Of the 17,381 wildfires found in the MTBS database from 1992–2015, 8576 were found within the
FPA-FOD, which equates to 0.6% of the total wildfires (1,700,188) found in the FPA-FOD, or 60% of
all fires >200 ha (14,327) in the FPA-FOD. We found that 49% of the wildfires in the MTBS product
between 1992 and 2015 had an associated FPA-FOD ignition point that was located within the wildfire
burned perimeter. When we buffered the perimeters equivalent to 2.6 km2, we only found 16 additional
FPA-FOD points associated with the MTBS product out of the 8864 polygons that were not found
within the perimeters, suggesting that the remaining polygons that did not have an FPA-FOD ignition
within the perimeter and beyond were not solely due to spatial inaccuracies but instead these fires were
completely absent from the FPA-FOD product. It is known that there is a lack of overlap between the
FPA-FOD when compared to satellite-based detections, which may relate to intentional burns, a lack of
suppression efforts or reporting on small fires, or just the absence of actual events [38]. The additional
16 polygons that had an associated FPA-FOD ID within the 2.6 km2 buffer had a median distance
from the perimeter of 76 m, with over half of those points located with 135 m from the perimeter edge
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further suggesting that the 2.6 km2 metric may be overestimating the inaccuracies of the FPA-FOD
database. More refined assessments of this validation are needed for the wider fire community.

4. Results

4.1. Percent of All Wildfires Originated in the WUI

The WUI represents ~10% of the total conterminous U.S. land area in 2010 (ca. 7,780,091 km2), yet
32% of all wildfires (N ~ 437,233 between 1992 and 2015) originated in the WUI. The remaining 29%
and 39% of wildfire events started in very low-density housing (VLDH) and wildlands, respectively.
Wildfires starting in the WUI burned a total of 16,412 km2, representing 4% of the total area burned
in this record. Mean fire size in the WUI was significantly smaller (4 ha (3.3–4.3)) than in the VLDH
(23.6 ha (21.8–25.9)) and wildland areas (58.3 ha (54.4–62.5); values in brackets indicate a 10,000 repeated
bootstrapped 95th confidence interval around the mean). Further, across the record, the total number
of residential homes in the WUI (both interface and intermix) increased by 145% with ~32 million new
residential homes in the combined WUI between 1990 and 2015 (Figure S1).

4.2. In the WUI, Humans Caused Nearly All Wildfires, Doubled Fire Season Length, and Increased the Number
of Wildfires More than 20-Fold, Compared to Lightning-Started Wildfires

Humans caused 97% of all wildfires (n = 424,700) in the wildland-urban interface, 85% of all
wildfires (n = 459,054) in the very-low-density housing, and 59% of all wildfires (n = 242,047) in the
wildlands between 1992 and 2015 (Figure 1A, Table 1). All fires < 0.001 acres or fires that had a missing
or undefined cause were removed from the dataset prior to analysis [8]. In total, human-caused
wildfires, irrespective of where they were ignited, burned 12,411 km2 of the WUI (Figure 1B), 78,484 km2

of the VLDH (Figure 2B,C), and 82,934 km2 of the wildlands (Figure 2B,C). In the WUI and VLDH
~50% and ~30% of that area were burned by small fire events (< 4 km2), while in the wildlands ~62%
of that area was burned by large fire events (4–500 km2). Human-caused large wildfires (4–500 km2)
burned 3311 km2 of the WUI. Notably, there were no very-large wildfires (>500 km2) that started
in the WUI. Large, human-caused wildfires burned >4 times more of the WUI in the western U.S.
(n = 123; 1549 km2 area burned) than the eastern U.S. (n = 113; 1228 km2 area burned), while small
human-caused fires were frequent and burned >7 times more land area of the WUI in the eastern
U.S. (n = 327,108; 7027 km2 area burned) as compared to the west (n = 69,449; 1008 km2 area burned)
(Table S1). Wildfires in the WUI were predominantly caused by people across all regions but wildfires
in the WUI, VLDH, and wildlands were most abundant in the southeast and western coastal areas
of the U.S. (Figures 1A and 2A). Outside of the WUI, lightning-caused wildfires were most frequent
and burned the most land area throughout the intermountain west, while human-caused wildfire
dominated wildfire burned area and frequency along the Pacific coast and throughout the eastern U.S.
(Figure 2). The eastern regions experienced the greatest growth in wildfire occurrence within the WUI,
VLDH, and wildlands due to humans, by a factor of 5, 5, and 6, respectively, compared to the increase
in wildfire occurrence due to lightning (Table S1).

Human-caused fires exceeded twice the length of the fire season in the WUI, VLDH, and
wildlands, expanding it to 148, 164, and 141 days, respectively, compared to lightning wildfire season
(WUI = 72 days, VLDH = 45 days, and wildlands = 42 days; Table 1, Figure 3). Human-caused wildfire
ignitions were most prevalent during the spring months (March, April, May) in the east and the
summer in the west (June, July, August) (Figure 4, Table S2). Human-caused wildfires in the WUI
during the shoulder seasons caused the greatest area burned (spring = 4665 km2; fall = 4641 km2)
and the highest number of fires (spring = 179,736; fall = 76,041) (Table S2a). While in the VLDH
and wildlands, lightning-started wildfires in the wildlands during the summer months caused the
greatest area burned (VLDH = 59,563 km2, wildlands = 135,614 km2) and the highest number of fires
in the spring for VLDH area and summer for wildland areas (VLDH = 178,206, wildlands = 134,309)
(Table S2). The median discovery date for human-caused fires in the WUI was over 3-mo earlier (20
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May) than lightning-caused fires (26 July), in the VLDH was 2-mo earlier (9 May) than lightning-started
fires (26 July), and wildlands over 3-mo earlier (22 June) than lightning-started fires (27 July) (Table S1).
Humans-caused fires in the WUI resulted in a longer wildfire season, as the median discovery date for
autumn fires was 33 days later for human-caused fires than for lightning-caused fires (16 October and
13 September, respectively).
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stratified by the proportion of wildfires caused by humans, (b) the total fire size (dot size) as a 
percentage of WUI that was burned by human-caused wildfires, and (c) the total number of homes 
threatened in the WUI stratified by the proportion of wildfires caused by humans within each 50-km 
pixel between 1992 and 2015. Black lines represent state boundaries. For (a,c), reds indicate a greater 
proportion of human-caused wildfires, while blue indicates a greater proportion of lightning-caused 
wildfires. Note, only the buffer estimated burned area was used (b), not the 250/500/1000 m buffers. 

Figure 1. (A) The total number of wildfires (dot size) that originated in the wildland-urban interface
stratified by the proportion of wildfires caused by humans, (B) the total fire size (dot size) as a percentage
of WUI that was burned by human-caused wildfires, and (C) the total number of homes threatened in
the WUI stratified by the proportion of wildfires caused by humans within each 50-km pixel between
1992 and 2015. Black lines represent state boundaries. For (A,C), reds indicate a greater proportion
of human-caused wildfires, while blue indicates a greater proportion of lightning-caused wildfires.
Note, only the buffer estimated burned area was used (B), not the 250/500/1000 m buffers.
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Table 1. Key wildfire metrics within the wildland-urban interface (WUI), very low-density housing (VLDH), and wildlands across the conterminous U.S. (CONUS)
and stratified by ignition between 1992 and 2015.

WUI VLDH Wildlands

Human Lightning Human Lightning Human Lightning

Cumulative Wildfire Ignitions 424,700 12,594 459,054 82,645 242,047 166,135
Cumulative Wildfire Burn Area (km2) 15,511 1015 59,354 68,983 82,934 155,044

Cumulative Class Burn Area (km2) 12,411 886 74,570 104,286 105,410 221,047
Average Fire Season Length (d) 148 72 164 45 141 42

Median Discovery Day 126 188 129 207 173 208
Cumulative Suppression Costs ($) $ 430,272,129 $ 199,042,135 $ 1,075,374,500 $ 3,707,201,330 $ 2,684,643,910 $ 6,497,038,360
Cumulative Residential Structures

Threatened: Within Fire 1,037,018 36,215 127,570 9,621 132,708 13,333

Cumulative Residential Structures
Threatened: Edge–250 m 4,496,568 129,131 441,821 23,946 366,660 23,943

Cumulative Residential Structures
Threatened: 250–500 m 11,868,411 349,220 1,165,255 61,064 1,162,470 77,845

Cumulative Residential Structures
Threatened: 500–1000 m 42,448,101 1,273,532 4,811,475 277,824 6,185,076 426,951

Cumulative Residential Structures
Threatened: Within Fire–1000 m 59,850,098 1,788,098 6,546,121 372,455 7,846,914 542,072
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Figure 2. Spatial representation of fire effects in the very-low-density housing and wildlands.
(A) The total number of wildfires (dot size) stratified by the proportion of wildfires started by humans,
(B) the total fire size (dot size) as a percentage of each class that was estimated burned by human-started
wildfires, (C) the total fire size (dot size) as a percentage of each class that was estimated burned by
lightning-started wildfires, and (D) the total number of homes threatened stratified by the proportion
of wildfires started by humans within each 25-km grid cell from 1992–2015. Black lines represent state
boundaries. For (A) and (D), reds indicate a greater proportion of human-started wildfires, while blue
indicates a greater proportion of lightning started wildfires.

Within the WUI, humans increased the number of wildfires, relative to the number of
lightning-caused wildfires, 36-fold in the eastern (n = 318,163) and 23-fold in the western U.S.
(n = 66,232). Human-caused ignitions at and near the WUI (WUI plus areas of very-low-density
housing) resulted in 883,680 (64%) wildfire ignitions, 74,603 km2 of area burned (20%). The effect of
human ignitions on wildfire frequency (Figure S2) and season length (Figure S3) is clearly evident
within at least 80 km from the high-density urban areas, compared to lightning ignitions. See Tables S3
and S4 for state and level 3 ecoregion analysis.
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Figure 4. Spatial representation of season that fire ignition was most prevalent across all classes stratified
by human and lightning started wildfire in (A) WUI, (B) very-low-density housing, and (C) wildlands.
Winter is defined as the months of December, January, February; Spring as March, April, May; Summer
as June, July, August; Fall as September, October, December. Dot sizes indicate the total number of
wildfire ignitions from 1992–2015 in a 50-km grid cell.

Overall, human-caused wildfire frequency peaks at median home densities associated with the
WUI in the west (40 homes/10 km2), central (34 homes/10 km2), and southeastern (14 homes/10 km2)
U.S. (Figure 5), and in higher median home densities in the northeastern U.S. characteristic of urban
zones (3100 homes/10 km2). There are no clear trends for lightning-caused wildfire as a function of
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median home density, but generally decreasing relationship with increasing home density. Across all
regions, fire season length of human-caused wildfires peak at the transition between VLDH and WUI
areas (Figure 5).
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4.3. Suppression Costs were Significantly Higher When Protecting Homes 

Overall suppression costs/km2 were more than ten times greater when any homes were at risk, 
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Figure 5. Regional relationships between human- and lightning-caused wildfire ignition frequency
and the log median home density within 10-km pixel between two decades (1994–2004 and 2005–2015).
Solid lines are based on the best fit Generalized Additive Model regressions with 95th confidence
envelope. Dotted vertical lines indicate the division between the WUI and VLDH categories, assuming
constant vegetation cover, where urban/WUI boundary equals log(741.3162) home density and the
WUI/VLDH boundary equals log(6.17) home density.

4.3. Suppression Costs were Significantly Higher When Protecting Homes

Overall suppression costs/km2 were more than ten times greater when any homes were at risk,
regardless of ignition type, compared with when no homes were at risk ($57,670/km2 vs. $4076/km2).
Additionally, in communities that were directly threatened by wildfires, the associated suppression
costs proportionally increased with wildfire size, irrespective of ignition type (Figure 6).

The average cost of suppression in the WUI doubled ($32.5 million to $65.1 million per wildfire)
and tripled in the wildlands ($559,000 to $1.7 million per wildfire) from 1999–2014. Suppression of
human-caused wildfires in the WUI cost $78,105/km2 per year ($58,202–$98,682). Similarly, the per
year total suppression costs of controlling human-caused wildfires in the WUI averaged $26 million
($18,875,066 – $34,843,955) (Table S5). Human-caused wildfire costs also varied geographically,
with suppression of WUI fires in the West ($220,080/km2) costing twelve times more than in the
eastern U.S. ($18,300/km2). Similarly, VLDH and wildlands fires in the West (VLDH = ($75,944/km2

($52,615–$102,362), wildlands = $98,105/km2 ($72,142–$127,172)) cost six times more than the eastern
U.S. (VLDH = ($9,756/km2 ($5,852–$15,222), wildlands = $21,225/km2 ($9,964–$38,665)). Regardless
of where the fire originated, the yearly average costs to suppress wildfires nearly doubled from
$809 million to $1.55 billion between 1999 and 2014. Further, over half of the costs to fight wildfires
were spent on wildfires that threatened residential homes (53% or $8.8 billion; Table S6).
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Figure 6. The log mean number of (A) fire suppression costs and (B) homes threatened per human- and
lightning-started wildfire event initiated within the wildland-urban interface (WUI), Very low-density
housing (VLDH), and wildlands, stratified by fire size in hectares between 1992 and 2015. Error bars
indicate the 95th confidence interval around the mean of each group. Tukey’s HSD pairwise comparison
of the means is represented by differing letters and letter combinations indicating significant differences
among groups (p < 0.0001).

4.4. Sixty Million Residential Homes Cumulatively were Within One km of Human-Ignited Wildfires in
the WUI

During the study period (1992–2015), over one million homes cumulatively were within perimeters
of human-caused wildfire in the WUI, with another 58.8 million homes within 1 km of a wildfire
in the WUI (see methods for accuracy assessment). Regardless of ignition location, human-caused
wildfires threatened 96% (74,243,133) of all homes threatened by wildfire between 1992 and 2015,
while lightning-caused wildfire threatened 2,702,625 homes. Human-caused wildfires accounted for
97% (1,037,018), 93% (127,570), 91% (133,333) of total cumulative residential homes threatened within
fire perimeters that ignited in the WUI (Figure 1C), VLDH, and wildlands (Figure 2D), respectively
(Table 1).

Human-caused wildfires in the WUI threatened an annual average of 2,493,730 (2,213,141–2,787,175)
homes between 1999–2014 (Table S5). Human-caused wildfires in the WUI threatened 30 times more
residential homes per year (51,677 (42,692–63,871)) than lightning-caused wildfire (1640 (1021–2404)).
Although human-caused fires account for less than half of the overall burned area, they were the
main cause of homes threatened, with over 74 million residential structures cumulatively within 1 km
of human-caused wildfires. Regardless of development class, small human-caused wildfires were
more prevalent and consequently the greatest aggregate threat to homes, with 92% (73,738,356) of
homes within wildfire perimeters or threatened by small fires (Table S1). The average number of
homes threatened was proportional to the relative size of the wildfire area (Figure 6B). For instance,
the smallest wildfires (<1 km2) threatened on average 1.4 homes (1.3–1.5), while the largest wildfires
(>500 km2) threatened on average 551 (71.1–1350.0) homes.
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5. Discussion

This study illustrates how the WUI, which accounts for only a small portion of U.S. land area (<10%),
acts as a major source of wildfires, almost exclusively human-caused (Figure 1A). WUI-originated
fires also account for a disproportionate number of homes threatened and suppression costs, relative
to its area, and expand to burn large areas of surrounding very low-density housing areas (Table 1).
Nearly a third of all wildfires between 1992 and 2015 started in the WUI, making these areas a high
priority for policy and management aimed at reducing human ignitions as well as promoting resilience
to future fires. Our findings directly connect two primary aims of the U.S. Forest Service’s National
Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy [39], namely, protecting homes, communities and other
values at risk; and managing human-caused ignitions. Furthermore, understanding that the WUI is a
major source of human-caused ignitions, which pose significant threats to WUI communities, will be
useful in designing more effective WUI-centric outreach programs to reduce the number of unwanted
human-caused fires [40].

Human-caused ignitions increased the average fire season length two-fold and fire frequency
more than two-fold relative to lightning ignitions within the WUI. Previous studies have found
that early onset warming and drier conditions [41,42] from anthropogenic climate change [43] and
human-caused wildfire [8] have increased the frequency and length of wildfire season across the U.S.
This study found a more nuanced relationship: the vast majority of spring wildfires across the U.S.
were almost exclusively anthropogenic and occurred within the WUI. By delineating where wildfires
are occurring (i.e., the WUI) and at what time of the year the wildfire season is expanding (i.e., the
shoulder seasons [8,44]), policy makers and government officials can more accurately assess budget
allocations and risks associated with seasonal behaviors to reduce wildfire occurrence. We further
found that wildfire in the WUI, where communities are at most risk, occurred throughout the entire
year, solely by human-caused ignitions.

We documented that the presence of people enables human-related ignitions well beyond the
WUI, but there are important regional differences (Figure 5 and Figures S2–S4)) in human-dominated
fire frequency and fire season length. Human-caused wildfires are dominant from the WUI to at
least 80 km from the urban core in the western U.S., and greater than 100 km in the northeast and
central U.S. This result implies that the human imprint on wildfire extends far beyond the currently
defined WUI boundary, that human ignitions may replace the role of lightning ignitions in some places,
and that the footprint of WUI development may be underestimated, and more varied, than currently
represented [7]. The very low-density housing class, which represent 29% of US land area, will be a
critical transition zone for wildfires to burn into WUI areas due to their relatively close proximity to
the WUI, yet are not accounted for in previous WUI analyses [3,5,7,31].

Changing climatic conditions have increased temperatures and promoted longer and more extreme
precipitation events in some places [45,46] leading to an higher fuel loads, both live and dead, in many
fire some systems [15]. Over the past several decades, greater fire activity and total burned area has
occurred [10,11,19,43,47–51], which is predicted to increase in the U.S. in coming years [52–54]. This
study found that the majority of human-caused wildfires were relatively small (<4 km2) but were
responsible for the vast majority of homes threatened (92%). Of critical importance, wildfires did
not have to be large to threaten homes. In the future, with more extreme climatic [55] and weather
conditions [49] these small wildfires, however, have a greater potential to grow into larger wildfires [47].

Our results highlight a critical overlap between human ignitions and infrastructure assets at risk
from fire. Though the ZTRAX database underestimates the total number of homes across the U.S. by
roughly 30% (86.7 million properties) compared to the U.S. Census (125.8 million homes) (more detailed
evaluation of the ZTRAX data and the derived HISDAC-US surfaces is described in Uhl et al. [56]),
the increased spatial and temporal precision allowed us to analyze the potential impact of all wildfire
sizes (Figure 7), resulting in an estimated five times more homes threatened within wildfire perimeters
than previously documented [7]. Moreover, from 1990 to 2015, there were an estimated ~32 million
more homes built within the WUI (145% increase), demonstrating substantial growth over this period.
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Figure 7. Examples of three wildfires that were human-caused illustrating the enhanced spatial
resolution of homes threatened by wildfires using the ZTRAX database compared to the information
contained within the census block groups via SILVIS. (A) The Topanga wildfire was an urban,
human-caused wildfire near Santa Monica, California that started on 28 September 2005. The WUI
dataset estimated 7595 homes, while the ZTRAX estimated 936 homes threatened within the fire
perimeter. (B) The Black Forest wildfire was an arson-caused wildfire in the suburbs of Colorado
Springs, CO that started on 11 June 2013. The WUI dataset estimated 1480 homes, while the ZTRAX
estimated 859 homes threatened within the fire perimeter. (C) A rural, human-caused wildfire from
debris burning in northeastern Tennessee that started on 2 March 2006. The WUI dataset estimated 554
homes, while the ZTRAX estimated 54 homes threatened within the fire perimeter.

We found that suppression costs are tightly linked to structures threatened, rather than simply
being in the WUI, suggesting that implementing defensible spaces around homes remains a critical
step in mitigating fire risk and suppression costs. While it has been suggested that the tripling in fire
suppression expenses since the early 1990s has been partly due to increased wildfire risk within the
WUI [16,54], we found that suppression costs from wildfires originating within the WUI were small
(Table 1), likely because WUI fires tended to be small. WUI-originated fires may be likely detected,
accessed, and suppressed earlier and more easily—likely resulting in smaller fires on average (mean
fire size WUI = 5 ha vs. wildlands = 75 ha) without the need for an incident command response.
Nonetheless, of the fires that needed an incident command response, the relatively low contribution of
the WUI to fire suppression costs is counterbalanced by the significant threat of wildfires to structures
in the WUI. Overall, while suppression costs within the WUI were low relative to total suppression
costs across the U.S. when homes were threatened by wildfire, suppression costs were always high
(Table S3).
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We show that people are directly responsible for increasing wildfire risk where there are homes,
highlighting the importance of policy efforts that aim to reduce ignitions in the WUI. There has been
strong messaging around reducing the human-related ignitions that start forest fires, e.g., the Smokey
Bear advertising campaign around campfires [57]). But it is critical to note that the primary sources of
human ignitions in the WUI are debris burning, arson and equipment use; and outside the WUI the
most prominent are railroads, roadways, power lines, and campsites [8,21]. There is a critical need to
target messaging and efforts directed at reducing ignitions from these different and complex human
activities in the WUI; we effectively need a suburban Smokey Bear. Further, given the year-round fire
season—predominantly driven by human-related ignitions—it is also important to increase awareness
about fire risk outside of the typical summer wildfire season, and support restrictions on debris burning
in spring and fall months when fire danger is high, especially in the eastern U.S. In addition, new
initiatives could focus on areas with much finer precision as an important result of employing novel
settlement data products (Figure 7; [28,56]) in this study, which showed that risk across the WUI is
much more varied than assumed and can be closely interlinked to the location of residential structures.
Generally, more effective ways to communicate fire risk to the public and decrease ignitions near
vulnerable communities is needed [58,59].

Approaches for reducing wildfire risk to communities have proposed ignition-resistant building
materials and fuel-reduction treatments in and around homes in the WUI fire-prone areas of the western
United States [30,31,60–62]. Community protection is a key priority in national firefighting strategies,
but we should consider where fuel reduction strategies would be most effective—at the individual
home level or focused within the WUI [15,63]. In conjunction with defensible space management,
wildfire suppression that is more narrowly focused on lands surrounding communities that are most
at-risk should be prioritized, allowing wildfire to burn in the wildlands where fire will have an
ecological benefit and support future wildfire hazard mitigation and utilizing prescribed burns as a
mechanism to mitigate extreme future fires [15,54,64,65].

Limitations

There are some limitations and observed biases in the utilized datasets that are important to
acknowledge. First, the FPA-FOD database captures many small events; wildfires less than or equal to
100 ha account for 98% (1,675,166 out of 1,700,188 events) of the database. There is an implicit bias
towards reporting of small fires near communities, as they are more likely to be reported than small
events in the wildlands. These smaller events are also more likely to be human-caused, and because
they are near human settlement, they are more likely to be shorter in duration and smaller because
they are identified quickly and easier to access. Due to the smaller size, these fires are almost always
overlooked when exploring wildfire presence on the U.S. landscape, particularly because one of the
most commonly used fire perimeter datasets has a cut-off threshold for inclusion of 1000 acres in the
west and 500 acres in the east (e.g., MTBS). Yet, there has been a longer selection bias in the wildfire
literature excluding these smaller fires (e.g., [19,41,47,49,66,67]), which are responsible for the vast
majority of homes threatened. Furthermore, smaller wildfires are much higher in frequency than large
events, which may be a greater concern to WUI communities under a changing climate [43,44].

Second, while the FPA-FOD database is unique in that it contains critical information on the type
and location of the wildfire ignition, it lacks final wildfire perimeter vector polygons. When perimeters
were not available through the MTBS dataset, we used a circular buffer equal to the final size of the
wildfire burn area. For FPA-FOD wildfire ignition points that had an associated MTBS wildfire ID
we substituted that particular wildfire perimeter for the generalized buffer. These MTBS wildfire
perimeters account for 83% (7693 out of 9260) of all large wildfires in the combined database (>400 ha).
This addition of the 1 km (or 100 ha) buffer is large enough to capture the variation in wildfire perimeter
due to topographic/weather/and or suppression efforts. When the wildfire was less than 100 ha, the
1-km buffer completely consumed the known perimeter, making the more preferable and detailed
wildfire perimeter unnecessary for those calculations. Because wildfires less than or equal to 100 ha
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account for 98% of the wildfire database, we are confident that our estimates for homes threatened
within 1 km of an event are reliable. Further, it has been estimated that embers can travel up to 1
mile (1.6 km) or further from a fireline, a mechanism generally explored only for larger wildfires [68].
Since the majority of the wildfires in our database are smaller fires (<100 ha; n = 1,675,166) rather than
larger fires (>400; n = 7693), we chose a more conservative estimate of distance from the fireline of 1
km rather than 1 mile.

Third, based on comparisons with the US census data for 1990, 2000, and 2010, the ZTRAX data
underestimate housing counts by 30%. Therefore, the estimates provided here are likely underestimating
the true threat to homes. ZTRAX housing property counts and county stats on housing units are strong,
>95% in urban counties and >75% in rural counties during this time period [56].

6. Conclusions

We demonstrate the remarkable effect that humans have had on introducing wildfire to all
landscapes of the conterminous US, most importantly within the WUI, through changes in wildfire
frequency, seasonality, burned area, and associated costs. We found that human-caused wildfire was
responsible for the vast majority of residential homes threatened between 1992 and 2015. People
are starting almost all of the wildfires that threaten our homes. Further, the costs to protect homes
from wildfires account for over half of the suppression budget. These results have two implications;
first, there is a great need to determine how best to reduce human-related ignitions that result in
damaging wildfires; and second, this provides greater justification for implementing fuel treatments
and prescribed burns, where safe, to mitigate the risk and threat of future wildfires, particularly near
and within the WUI. A better understanding of our own relationship with fire, how we promote it, and
how we are vulnerable to it, ultimately will help us live more sustainably with fire.
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